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Few words on the objectives
of the round table
Europe is rich in geothermal energy resources that have great
potential within the European energy system for heating, cooling and
power generation.
There is now a clear need to develop the geothermal energy sector to implement that potential
and contribute to Europe’s sustainable energy goals. The GEOTHERMICA Round Table meeting
objective was to inform and coordinate the activities of various European and international
organisations aimed at accelerating the uptake of geothermal energy in Europe. This activity
brought together key European stakeholders that comprise the three pillars (EC/Member States/
industry/research) for geothermal development in Europe. The objective of the meeting was
to discuss universal and national barriers, opportunities and needs, and resulting strategic
recommendations to align the activities of the stakeholder organisations. This meeting served as
a platform to merge the perspectives of industry, research and EC/Member States in shaping the
role of geothermal energy in future energy systems.
This short document displays the first result of the meetings discussions. The GEOTHERMICA
consortium will analyse the input even further and publish a public deliverable on the outcome
in the first quarter of 2020.
Thank you all for your valuable contribution and for taking the time out of your busy schedule to
join the event.
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Pamukkale

GROUP

Morning Session

Q1

(Technology/Vision) What innovations are crucial for geothermal?

What is the next big thing?

Move away from Deep, and Shallow Geothermal definitions
Operational issues very important

Superhot and deep drilling in volcanic area challenging and important

Storage provides huge opportunities for geothermal and system integration with other
renewables

Q2

(Finances/Other Means) What are the most important financial
instruments to support geothermal R&D (GEOTHERMICA? Other means?)

Market development and R&D funding need to go hand-in-hand

Ideally, a broad span of instruments; for small dedicated projects and for big projects that
integrate the best part of the community; inclusive, covering the whole of Europe. Also,
critical mass is important.

For any instrument, lead time is important; quick response to practical issues vs. longer lead
times for long-term issues.

Q3

(Organisation) How do we cooperate?

How can find answers: knowledge, research or development;

Create clusters to be able to exchange the knowledge, - e.g Bavarian group working on
political level with Ministry for Economics

In research projects need to mix TRL levels (e.g. different partners developing different TRLs)
Find ways to integrate geologists, technology and engineering, social sciences, economics
and Gov. - is this funding schemes? Organizational structure depends on goal
We have business clusters, we have academic clusters for diff areas, we have policy and
economic work - how do we integrate
Public acceptance is an issue in Ireland and France and increasing (seismicity and
radioactive molecules). Need to inform public and politicians
Issue with competition law in some places
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Pamukkale
Q1

GROUP

Afternoon session

(Technology/Vision) How do we see the future of geothermal? Where can
geothermal make a difference?

For Central Europe, the future of geothermal lays in heat, electricity production from
geothermal is not a good option

For volcanic situations, its different and the new big thing there is to strive for super hot
systems and harness energy directly from magma

Future for increased efficiency of geothermal recourse utilization can be based on cascading
and full use of all the value streams of geothermal (heat, brine, cases etc..)
The challenge of cascaded use is to combine the use and demand between different users…

Q2

(Finances/Other instruments/Legislation) What instruments do we need for
a prominent role for geothermal energy in the energy/heat transition?

A heat demand market is needed or a regulation/policy to stimulate heat grids will be
installed.

Regulations are often not fit for geothermal energy. An example is the NORM (naturally
occurring radioactive material); the definition of radioactive waste is not realistic for the
geothermal sector.
We need a simplified licensing procedure: there is a desire for a one stop shop.

Q3

(Organisation) How should we cooperate?
Who do we need?

Government policy needed – requires informing and educating civli service and politicians
How we organise debates and data sharing

EU overshadows national regulations – needs to be managed

Need to include government, business and investors, reserachers, planners, geothermal
community, consumer/end-user, public
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Lake Hévíz

GROUP

Morning Session

Q1

(Technology/Vision) What innovations are crucial for geothermal? What
is the next big thing?

Better subsurface knowledge and access to data (these are not the same thing, access very
important)
Need to motivate investors

Problem of isolated projects, not federations or clusters
Technology and composites development needed,

Heating and cooling systems – few absorptive cooling commercial examples

Deep drilling techniques skills and novel drilling techniques need to be developed

R&D needed: Resource characterization, policy, economics, legal frameworks, social aspects,
automation
Need to increase research in the private sector and investment and incentives

Q2

(Finances/Other Means) What are the most important financial
instruments to support geothermal R&D (GEOTHERMICA? Other means?)

Risk insurance and risk sharing mechanism really needed, innovation fund could play a role
here
Innovation fund the new big thing and geothermal needs to be represented there
H2020 very important and functions well for the researchers
Horizon Europe and European partnership

Q3

(Organisation) How do we cooperate?

We need to bring different projects together and learn from each other. Grouping people
based on the subject.All pillars should be incorporated in the platform. Sharing the lessons
learned should be a condition for projects.

Everyone should speak in the same way about geothermal, . We need to speak out in a
congruent manner in the media etc. to make geothermal more visible in an understandable
way.

We need a scenario for the heating and cooling sector to gain mass with the Commission; we
lack a lobby for the fragmented geothermal sector right now.
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GROUP

Afternoon session

(Technology/Vision) How do we see the future of geothermal?
Where can geothermal make a difference?

Geothermal need to be in national policy for European countries

Look at both the supply and demand side what geo can bring to the table
We should highlight good projects

There is a difference between heating and electricity - need to adapt implementation plans
and incentives and support for both
Retrofitting possible but needs to be driven by the community

Education and outreach needed to show the operation and inform local communities
Manage and measure demand and production (e.g. CO2 saved)

Publics metrics and present scenarios – e.g. fossil fuel equivalent would be X in CO2
emissions…..

Create economic structure similar to oil and gas – actors will take the lead if they see the
long-term potential and a long term client (this requires policies from Government)
Need to be more efficient about e.g. funding and combining expertise
Key: market conditions, policy, pipeline, political will

Q2

(Finances/Other instruments/Legislation) What instruments do we need for
a prominent role for geothermal energy in the energy/heat transition?

Heating grid is the key element

Long term public investment needed to build the heat network

Geothermal needs to do more than just reduce carbon emission but add to the benefit of
live… have a positive image to increasing the quality of live…

Q3

(Organisation) How should we cooperate?
Who do we need?

We need platforms for learning and exchange of success and failures.

Communicate successes is always a good approach, because it is easier to destroy a house,
than to build it.
Focus on standards and codes of practice.

We need an integral approach. We need multiple approaches based on context.

Which checklist we take, which standardization tool we take depends on the purpose
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Blue Lagoon
Q1

GROUP

Morning Session

(Technology/Vision) What innovations are crucial for geothermal?
What is the next big thing?

Technological innovation (on problems like corrosion, scaling, seismicity). Furthermore white
spots need to be mapped. We need to exchange this knowledge.
Product innovation: take best practises from other sectors and standardize.

Market innovation: what does our market need to ramp up geothermal, make all costs visible
(including externalities) at a system level, since all energy demands are interconnected.

Q2

(Finances/Other Means) What are the most important financial
instruments to support geothermal R&D (GEOTHERMICA? Other means?)

Subsidize schemes for geological risk and exploration,

Subsidize R&D schemes i.e. geothermica - 60% for industry

Need research for a big market – where does the R&D go once it is finished? Need motivation
to drive the sector and encourage cost share
Heat is considered a low value product/waste product, therefore treated differently than
most resources (e.g. not taxed)
Outlook to a big market
Look at clusters

Resources management and policy – issue of density in terms of regulation
Integrate academic/ Geological Survey outputs with industry

Problem of metrics: academic research is measured by publications; this doesn’t fit
commercial entities (and possibly question of different time scales)

Q3

(Organisation) How do we cooperate/communicate?

Two target groups to communicate to, Specialists/Public

Lack of simple and understandable communication to the public, coordinated simple
messages missing
Too much focus on negative news to the public

Push a minimum of one positive news post on geothermal regularly in a public/national paper
or social media, use local associations and stakeholder groups for this (GEORG - Geothermal
Fridays on Facebook as an example)
Using media for public education on geothermal (tv/social media/newspapers and such),
documentary on geothermal

Engage with locals, the greenhouses open to the public for one day 3-4000 people attend is a
good example
Communication between people at the same level needed

Have operators to sit together every now and then to discuss and share problems and
solutions
Once a year for example. Opera Workshop could be a very good platform.
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Blue Lagoon
Q1

GROUP

Afternoon session

(Technology/Vision) How do we see the future of geothermal?
Where can geothermal make a difference?

Geothermal is essential for electricity and heat supply of specific regions. Biomass cannot
solve it all.
Knowledge of the subsurface is very important.

The geothermal industry uses components from different industries. This reduces the
visibility of the sector. Standardization of components throughout the chain will improve our
efficiency.

Flexibility of the demand is an issue, both for power and heat, and the related infrastructure.
An exploitation plan is critical.
Cooling can also be realized using the subsurface. Integration of systems is an opportunity;
we may also consider adsorption chillers in such systems.

Q2

(Finances/Other instruments/Legislation) What instruments do we need for
a prominent role for geothermal energy in the energy/heat transition?

Forbidding unnecessary exergy extraction

Balance the equation to solve for financial investment vs return for society; individual project
risk is too high
Compare geothermal against fossil fuels but not against other renewables; transition time
needed
Compiles but generally all countries have uneven taxation
We need to manage expectations

Some countries use license to extract (measured at source) and capped as to how much they
can extract

Q3

(Organisation) How should we cooperate?
Who do we need?

IWG, GEOTHERMICA EERA, ETIP and all kind of cooperation

All these elements are only representing part to the groups
Coordination is needed

IWG could be a platform for coordination’s between these groups

Powerful platform but different emphasis on participation between countries

OpERApedia can provide a platform for operators to cooperation and share knowledge

How can we conway the synchronized message from these different entities

The GEOTHERMICA round table meeting is a good example of how we can coordinate the
message, efforts and actions.
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